Rethinking convention, the Legacy 500 is the latest and fastest jet in its class. Passengers enjoy a smooth flight in a stand-up cabin with flat floor, fully equipped galley, state-of-the-art connectivity and in flight entertainment.

The aircraft seats up to 10 passengers in elegant-yet-practical seating that can convert into fully flat berths for overnight sleeping. The main baggage compartment is large enough for the heavy traveller and complements a generous in-flight-accessible baggage compartment. Built with the finest attention to comfort details and flown using the latest fly-by-wire flight control systems to deliver the smoothest flight, relaxing on board is effortless.

Features

- Ultra-quiet Cabin
- Four fully berthable positions
- High Speed Cruise Mach 0.82
- Wireless Internet*
- Satellite Telephone*
- Multiple DVD Screens
- Enclosed Lavatory with Wash Basin

- Hot Food Cabin
- Attendant Service
- 6ft x 6ft 10 in. Stand up cabin
- Leather Seating
- iPhone/iPad Control Connectivity
- Laptop Power
- Cabin Climate Control
- Moving Map Display

*additional charges may apply

Aircraft Specification

- Manufacturer: Embraer
- Aircraft Type: Legacy 500
- Registration: G-SUEJ
- Range: 3,125 nm
- Year: 2016 (Dec)
- Passengers: 9(+1) People
- Baggage: 155 cu ft

Interior Layout